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TIMECODE NAME Dialogue 

  MUSIC  

00.00.01 NARRATOR This is the BBC Academy Podcast, essential listening for the 

production, journalism and technology broadcast communities, 

your guide to everything from craft skills to taking your next step in 

the industry. 

00.00.13 AMOL Hello and welcome to this week’s BBC Academy Podcast, with me 

Amol Rajan, Media Editor at the BBC.  Now in the past few months 

the term fake news has been inescapable, at first it was used to 

describe websites with bogus political stories that appeared during 

the American Presidential Election Campaign, more recently it’s 

been used by President Trump to accuse the media of reporting 

stories he denies or believes should not have been made public.  

This week MPs announced an enquiry into fake news. 

00.00.42  However you define fake news, social media is the rocket fuel 

behind it, its long been said that a lie can travel half way around 

the world while the truth is still putting its boots on, and that’s never 

been as true as it is now.  Today we’re going to try to decide 

exactly what we mean by fake news, and how journalists should 

respond to it, if we’re living in a new era what are the rules, and 

what are the new dangers that journalists must learn to avoid. 

00.01.06  I’m pleased to welcome James Ball, Special Correspondent at 

BuzzFeed News and the author of a forthcoming book about post 

truth, and also Mark Frankel, Social Media Editor at BBC News.  

Thanks both of you for joining me today. 

 MARK  Good to be here. 

 JAMES Thank you very much. 

00.01.20 AMOL Let’s start at the beginning, when the original fake news stories, or 

not original fake new stories but when some of the most popular 

fake news stories started to go viral during the Presidential Election 

campaign James, just explain how they had their origins often in 

obscure parts of Eastern Europe. 

00.01.35 JAMES Yeah I mean essentially a lot of these are just done as money 

making scams, some people do them for big political reasons, 

some people say they’re being satirical, but if you put some 

adverts on something that took you ten minutes to throw together 

and you get two million, three million, four million views, it does 

pretty well, and so it’s a cottage industry in sort of, especially 

Macedonia, sort of one person, two people started doing it, telling 

their mates about it, and the more outrageous you make it and 

the more sort of shareable the more it goes around. 

00.02.06  And you know it’s a lot easier than actually having to do any 

reporting because you don’t have to leave your house. 

00.02.12 AMOL Yes no the truth is definitely hard, expensive and boring compared 

to lies which are cheap. 

 JAMES Oh yes. 

00.02.16 AMOL Cheap, easy and thrilling.  But just as satire, which you mentioned 

sometimes has a kind of scintilla of truth about it its sort of an iota 

of plausibility isn’t the thing about fake news that sometimes they 
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seem just about plausible, it’s conceivable that somehow the 

Pope might back Trump or Denzel Washington might back Trump 

isn’t it? 

00.02.36 JAMES I think that’s a certain sort of type of them, I’m never sure whether 

that’s the most successful, if you look it’s not what tops it, sort of 

what’s really brought fake news to the fore, because it has been 

around for a long time, it’s not usually been political, sort of health 

things and one weird trick and you know Stephen Hawking’s 

invented a formula to make you rich, all of these are real fake new 

stories, real fake news, that’s a new thing. 

00.03.02  But this sort of political thing is because our politics has shifted a bit 

and you know conspiracy theories about Hilary Clinton being 

involved in murders or this kind of stuff has kind of opened people 

up to believing some quite fantastical things.  One of my favourites 

is that Hilary Clinton had stocked up thirty thousand guillotines to 

execute anyone who supported the second amendment. 

00.03.29 AMOL That’s a hell of a fake news story.  Mark are there the economics of 

fake news which James touched on there about the fact that 

some people just want to make money, those economics are 

basically broadly still in place aren’t they, it’s still possible to 

generate tremendous viral energy behind fake stories and 

therefore fake news is still with us isn’t it? 

00.03.48 MARK Yes absolutely, I mean I don’t think that’s ever going to end, 

people have created click farms on Facebook, pretty much as 

long as Facebook has existed, but what we’re talking about here is 

trust really, it’s less to do with the nature of content more to do with 

trust in the establishment, trust in politicians, trust in mainstream 

media and the way in which news is finding its way on to people’s 

platforms, whether they’re on Facebook or elsewhere, because 

they don’t want to go to those mainstream outlets in the way 

perhaps that they did previously. 

00.04.20  So it’s the accessibility and the atomisation of news and that trust, 

with politicians, rather than the fact that this is some huge new 

phenomenon that we’ve never known about before. 

 AMOL So sometimes James, fake news stories lead to real world 

consequences, so there was the notorious story of a conspiracy 

theory about how Hilary Clinton and the Democrats were 

operating a paedophile ring out of a pizza restaurant in 

Washington and that might strike some people as satirical and 

bizarre but it did actually lead to a gunman opening fire on the 

Comet Ping-Pong establishment early in December, no one was 

hurt but it had real world consequences.  How as a journalist 

should you cover that, should you try and make a virtue of the fact 

or a point of the fact that it came from fake news, should you 

avoid giving publicity to the source because you don’t want 

people to be interested in somewhere that is generating 

falsehoods? 

00.05.10 JAMES I think these are sort of delicately weighted decisions, but I think 

part of what matters is we have to try and get across to audiences 

and perhaps to some of the sort of more moral of the people 

cashing in, that actually, these things can have some 

consequences and when we talk about trust and verification and 

these sorts of things it’s because there can be quite negative 
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consequences.  You know one fake news report actually lead to a 

Pakistani Minister thinking they’d been a threat of war against his 

country; he was sort of bounced in it on air.  I think the sort of flip 

side of it as well is to remember that some news pieces that we 

might write up knowing that they’ve sort of got a funny tone, you 

know look at this ridiculous conspiracy theory going round 

amongst Clinton supporters or Trump supporters, and it doesn’t 

have the right kind of scepticism right at the top of the story, right 

in the headline, can sometimes actually serve to propagate and 

fuel it and spread it around. 

00.06.12  So I think we should reflect on fake news having consequences, or 

we should report it, but we need to be careful in how we do it. 

 AMOL Yes. 

00.06.21 MARK I mean there’s a big literacy issue here isn’t there because the 

more oxygen a publicity you give to certain things that emerge as 

fake, on the Internet, be it on Facebook or anywhere else for that 

matter, the more likely you are going to generate the sort of 

publicity that they’re seeing in the sense that you’re just, the more 

you investigate it the more you know they want to produce more 

of it, frankly.  However, we have a responsibility as journalists to look 

at it through the prism of what interests our audience in the first 

place and understand that their literacy is going to be guided by 

what they’re reading from any moment to any other moment. 

00.06.59  So the way I look at it is, there will be news events where fake news 

will emerge within that news event, we found this for example 

through the last year, we had endless breaking news around terror 

attacks, be it in Niece, in Brussels, in Berlin, there were a lot of fake 

images doing the round, lots of fake stories about the propagation 

of what was going on, who was responsible, who might not be 

responsible.  Now I think there is a responsibility to news 

organisations to play a very active role in that space. 

00.07.30  A different category I think is you know Hilary Clinton and a 

paedophile ring in a pizza parlour or Trump being endorsed by the 

Pope, you’re dealing with fantastical statements that largely will 

be disseminated whether journalists do anything about it or not 

frankly. 

00.07.48 AMOL Yes exactly, but it’s interesting because you started off that answer 

Mark by saying, or that observation by saying that we, as journalists 

have to think about making judgements through the prism of what 

interests our audience and then you ended up by saying that 

there is a very important role for news organisations sort of 

intervening when material is dubious and it brings us nicely on to 

the dossier that BuzzFeed published a few weeks ago James, 

where BuzzFeed took a decision that this intelligence dossier, this 

35 page dossier which was being widely circulated around 

American government and in many news organisations was worth 

showing to an audience because it was of interest to them. 

00.08.29  I mean you’re not here to defend BuzzFeed particularly but I just 

want to get a sense of the considerations that would have been 

finely weighted that went into publishing that? 

00.08.37 JAMES I mean from my personal perspective the thing to sort of jump 

back onto this one is to look at what was reported and what was 
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true, and what’s true and that no one has disputed is that this was 

a real document that was being considered by, as you say, by 

Senators, by News Rooms and by the FBI, and in fact had been 

shown in summary to Trump himself.  And it had been alluded to in 

lots of different ways and it comes to different ways of thinking 

about trust.  And I think the danger for a lot of platforms is, that 

what we’re doing is quite an old fashioned trust us because we’re 

the New York Times, trust us because we’re CNN; trust us because 

we’re the BBC. 

00.09.21  And audiences don’t like that very much now, they don’t like that 

on high thing and if they don’t already agree with you they won’t 

buy it.  So what BuzzFeed’s publication did was go, actually they’re 

all talking about a raw intelligence report, bits of this are obviously 

false, the very first story said that, bits of it are unverified, bits of it 

are never going to be possible to verify, but this is what everyone is 

talking about and saying they can’t show you but sort of saying it 

in these serious tones.  And so I think it shed light, not heat. 

00.09.55 AMOL But it’s interesting you say the idea of audiences don’t like that 

kind of on high, that kind of being talking down to almost, but 

another way of looking at that is that journalists and BBC journalists 

who are following the work of the Academy, are trying 

desperately to earn the trust of their audience by placing 

themselves in a kind of intermediary role where they say there’s 

some information we’re going to edit it for you and tell it to you 

through the filter of our journalistic experience.  And is it really true 

that audiences don’t like being talked down to as you put it by 

these lofty organisations when the New York Times’ subscriptions 

are up tenfold in the weeks after Trump was elected, CNN have 

got record ratings, BBC News is being watched by more people 

than ever, isn’t it possible to interpret recent events as a flight to 

trusted news sources rather than a flight away from them which 

prompted BuzzFeed to publish? 

00.10.47 JAMES I think the issue, really for a lot of what you can call print news or 

legacy or these kind of organisations is, yes they are doing, as the 

world gets more interesting they are getting more consumers than 

usual, you know who knows how long this Trump bounce will last.  

But what isn’t happening is that they’re not reaching young 

audiences and they’re not doing very well at sort of bringing 

people together, you know what’s sort of striking in America 

especially is just how partisan most news is.  You know what we 

ideally want is media where people of different views consume the 

same thing and agree on at least a skeleton of facts. 

00.11.27  I think the risk is that we look at the boost in numbers of the New 

York Times, we look at descent ratings at the moment and go 

actually you know let’s just keep on keeping on, let’s just talk as we 

always have, ignoring the fact that there is a generation coming 

up that are never going to buy newspapers, and really don’t hit 

much television either. 

00.11.46 AMOL Okay but let’s just, before Mark I ask you about the new definitions 

affecting news it’s just one final question to you on this James is 

that Trump described BuzzFeed in  horrible terms and he described 

it as fake news, and the dossier is fake news, is the dossier fake 

news and if it’s not, what do you think Trump meant by fake news? 
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00.12.07 JAMES I mean Trump has called quite a lot of things fake news, CNN, I 

think he sort of alluded to the BBC being the same, and it’s sort of 

become the term for something we don’t want to hear.  The issue 

is there are a set of gradients, there are entirely fake stories which 

in the UK are quite rare, there are very heavily spun stories where 

there is a little core bit of facts that have then been really taken 

beyond the point of truth.  You might look at Bright Bart’s claims of 

a sort of migrant mob trying to trash a church in Germany. 

00.12.40  You know a fire cracker was thrown at a church gate.  You 

couldn’t call it outright fake, cause there was an incident, but it 

goes a long way from the truth. 

 AMOL Sure, okay. 

00.12.49 JAMES And then you’ve got what annoys a lot of people in their twenties 

online which is sort of Daily Mail headlines, which cast a lot closer 

to the truth but might not have a spin that people enjoy. 

 AMOL Sure, okay so Mark we’ve graduated from sort of genuine fake 

news which is deliberate falsehood spread through social media to 

unverified news which is part of what the BuzzFeed dossier was 

about, we’re now talking about unwelcome news, news that 

Donald Trump doesn’t like and I’m particularly intrigued by what 

you think of the phrase, “alternative facts”, which Kelly-Anne 

Conway who I think we’ll delicately call a close associate of 

Trump, I mean was it a slip of the tongue or did she actually mean 

to say that there are alternative facts. 

00.13.27  And I suppose the real question to you is how should journalists 

treat interviewees who say well you may have your facts I’ve got 

mine so thank you and goodbye? 

00.13.37 MARK Yes look I think this is the crux of the issue really, because there are 

only facts, there are no alternative facts, there are facts and then 

there’s fiction, but we are in this universe at the moment where 

journalists are being attacked for, and as James rightly points out, 

for not being on the side of a particular politician.  And that is a 

dangerous position to be in.  You know when I joined the BBC I 

signed up to certain editorial values, largely to do with looking at 

news in an objective, impartial way and establishing where the 

truth lies and bringing that news to an audience in the most 

accessible way possible. 

00.14.18  This isn’t about trying to pedal a particular position, this is about 

trying to expose things that are going on, explain to our audiences 

the background, the context to news, so there are facts and then 

there are things that are simply not true. 

00.14.35 AMOL And what would you say to BBC colleagues who are concerned 

that if they call out Kelly-Anne Conway or Donald Trump for their 

alternative facts, or lies, they could get accused of being 

impartial, what’s your message to BBC journalists having worked 

her for a long time and occupying such a senior position here, 

about how they should deal with their own concerns if they call 

out lies? 

00.14.57 MARK Well my advice to anyone working in the BBC and BBC News is to 

stick to your guns to stick to what you know to be true and to keep 

asking the questions, and in a sense that’s what good journalism is 

about, it’s about saying there are things that are out there that we 
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need to probe at, there are things that we need to get 

explanations for, that we need to put to politicians, and keep 

putting to politicians.  Now Donald Trump and the people around 

him may continue to hold to this line of elements of the media 

being against them, but the reality is, there are facts and then 

there are non facts. 

00.15.32 AMOL James we mentioned the phrase fake news, we mentioned the 

phrase alternative facts, another phrase that’s entered the 

language in a big way in recent years is post truth and your book is 

called Post Truth, I won’t say the swear word, its Post Truth how, 

shall we say how BS conquered the world, what is post truth 

culture? 

00.15.49 JAMES Once you just say what you want to say at a given moment, any 

challenge to it is a lot easier just to take on by questioning the 

motive.  It’s you know why it was crooked Hilary and lying Ted or 

you know sort of failing everything, you just take on the messages 

and it sort of explains to me Trump’s approach to the media and 

hostility to the media in a lot of ways.  And so I think the 

environment we’re working in is often people sort of shrug off a lot, 

you know you would sort of hear Trump supporters kind of go oh 

we know that bits not that true but we know what he means. 

 AMOL Yes exactly. 

00.16.29 MARK Can I just say something here because I think there’s a big 

challenge to mainstream media organisations, like the BBC here in 

that it’s a sort of an associated challenge, along the lines of we 

might know that what the President is saying is not accurate, we 

might know that what he is saying or alluding to is not right, in 

factual terms, in terms of the things that he comes out with.  But we 

also know that there is a large section of the populous, both you 

know in this country and internationally who will believe 

passionately that what he represents and the kind of positions that 

he holds true and dear, chime with their world view or their position 

on things. 

00.17.14  And who also have a distrust of mainstream media or politicians 

and feel his anger and feel his energy and want to believe in what 

he’s saying.  And the difficulty that we have, especially working for 

an organisation like the BBC, that’s always trying to represent a 

large group of people, come what may, wherever they are in the 

world, whatever their background is, we don’t want to become 

marginalised in this and start to only talk for one section of the 

population.  We need to remain true to everyone and we need to 

have a position that says we’re probing and trying to expose and 

trying to explain and trying to understand what the President is 

saying here, at the same time we need to be alive to the anger 

and mistrust there is out there.  Because otherwise we become 

part of the conspiracy. 

00.18.04 JAMES There’s also a very particular, practical challenge around a lot of 

this type of statement, if President Trump says there were three 

million fraudulent votes cast in the election which he won, which 

he does routinely to audiences of millions and millions and millions, 

through Twitter, we can go that’s not true, that invites the 

immediate response of how do you know.  And its incredibly hard, 

if not impossible to prove a negative, but also how do you gather 
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evidence that this didn’t happen, you might work a good ten, 

twelve hours of reporting time to say here is why there is no 

evidence, for Trump’s claim, you can’t quite say its false, and that 

will hit a fraction of the audience, it will be a complicated, messy 

explanation. 

00.18.53 AMOL Mark some of the stuff that James is talking about, about the 

difficulties of proving a negative must be part of the considerations 

behind Reality Check, which is a BBC initiative, can you just explain 

exactly what Reality Check is and what you hope to achieve with 

it? 

00.19.06 MARK So Reality Check is a unit within the BBC News, it’s a bunch of 

journalists who are working on in a number of disciplines to try and 

unpick, in factual terms, what is going on within news stories from 

moment to moment, day to day.  Now they have backgrounds in 

different disciplines, but essentially they are there to try and help us 

and help our audiences disseminate fact from fiction on any given 

news story at any given moment. 

00.19.34 AMOL But why does the BBC need a special unit to do that, shouldn’t 

every journalist at the BBC be working their nuts off to provide a 

sort of internal reality check, every time they publish a word as a 

BBC journalist.  I mean I personally feel, I wouldn’t say I was making 

things up when I was Editor of the Independent, but I do feel a 

huge burden of responsibility as a BBC journalist to get things, not 

just right, but fair, I sort of feel I’ve got my own reality check, why 

do we need this special unit? 

00.20.00 MARK Absolutely, very BBC news journalist, anybody who joins the BBC 

ascribes to the values and standards that we hold dear and has 

that commitment to impartial and objective news coverage.  

What we’re really talking about here is an additional checking 

system that allows us, at certain points, where there is a sort of 

peak interest if you like around different stories, it might be about a 

row that’s going on around immigration figures or a battle to 

understand sort of NHS funding. 

 AMOL Sure, contentious subjects. 

00.20.37 MARK Where we’re talking about, exactly, contentious subject matter 

that is swirling around, where there’s lots of claims and counter 

claims and we feel that there is merit in having a brand within the 

BBC that can add a certain weight to that. 

 AMOL That...okay 

 MARK That sense of understanding. 

00.20.53 AMOL James does BuzzFeed have anything equivalent to Reality Check? 

00.20.57 JAMES We have a debunking unit, and sort of one of the things I think 

BuzzFeed is sort of rightly respected for in the industry is, as 

breaking news comes out and the fake posts are sort of 

circulating, BuzzFeed will very, very quickly and simultaneously 

have people in the same channels and we sort of run that as part 

of the main reporting sort of effort.  And I think for those situations 

that approach works really well.   We tend, more generally, not to 

run a tonne of debunks, we’ll do the odd one if we can see 

something’s going round a lot and hitting a big audience, the issue 

with these sorts of things is they tend to be written by scrupulously 
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fair minded people and they appeal to a really dedicated 

audience that really appreciate hearing the exact sort of truth 

and mix of it. 

 AMOL Sure. 

00.21.49 JAMES But not to any of the people who believed the original claim, and 

so this is the risk of silo ing it, it can only be a part and probably a 

small part of the solution. 

00.22.00 AMOL Mark finally, do the old journalistic virtues, the old skills and 

techniques that journalists relied on, do they suffice in the new era 

where there is a prevalence of fake news or do journalists need 

and BBC journalist need new skills to combat these new threats? 

00.22.17 MARK Journalists can stick to the practices that they have always know, 

healthy scepticism is important, but alongside that they need 

digital skills and by that I mean the ability to understand how 

something has emerged, where it has emerged, why it has 

emerged, be able to track back a picture or a video, do reverse 

image searching, verify how a social media contributor has ended 

up in a public space and disseminated that content.  These are 

technical skills that I think are add-ons for the journalist skills, the 

journalist skills have always borne true and always will do, but it’s 

that additional digital skill set that i think has become ever more 

useful. 

 AMOL James? 

00.23.01 JAMES So I think there’s sort of two quick ones, one easy and one hard 

and to take the hard one first, we’ve got to stop seeing complexity 

as a virtue, if we’re challenging clear falsehoods we have to have 

something clear to say in response that hits the same audience 

with complex analysis there for people who want that and we 

need to learn how to portion those.  The second and simple one 

doesn’t even need specific technical skills, but in a social media 

era, you need to think what impression just the headline and lead 

paragraph of your story will have, because lots of people will only 

see that Facebook card or that Twitter card, and if you’ve done a 

headline that is then challenged roundly in the piece lots of 

people will just see your misleading headline and so you can have 

done brilliant and quality journalism and leave most of your 

audience mislead, and so that is the easiest thing we can fix and 

one we can do today. 

00.23.58 AMOL And in a sense that’s an old journalistic virtue which is make sure 

your headline and intro are superb, brilliant.  Thank you guys both 

very much indeed. 

00.24.04 AMOL Thanks to my guest James Bell and Mark Frankel, you can find 

information about all types of social media and news reporting on 

our website, just search for The BBC Academy, as always you can 

get in touch with us via Twitter or Facebook we are at, 

@bbcacademy.  Finally this podcast was produced by Zayna 

Shaikh, from me Amol Rajan thanks for listening. 

00.24.23  MUSIC 

00.24.25 NARRATOR You’ve been listening to the BBC Academy Podcast, if you want to 

find out more about this topic or to hear previous shows search 

online for the BBC Academy. 
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00.24.33  MUSIC 

00.24.38  END OF RECORDING 
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